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Abstract

We consider here a typical instance of a non-trivial print tasks management problem, and we show how to
handle it within Zippin, a highly interactive constraint-based environment for scheduling and decision support.
The aim of Zippin is to provide the user with synthetic views of an ongoing scheduling process from multiple
perspectives, allowing the user to navigate through the space of possible schedules and to make informed
decisions. The navigation space is de ned by a system of constraints accessed by the user through the views and
by a set of software agents, which manipulate the constraints store. Constraints identify goals that agents have
to ful ll as well as e ects that their actions propagate into the environment. Thus, the agent model implements
a type of behavior which is teleological (agents have intentions that guide their actions) and stigmergic (agents
communicate through the e ects that their actions produce on the environment). We also describe how our
model may be extended with agents which implement heuristic actions handling speci c scheduling problems.
Key Words. multi-agent systems, implicit coordination, print task scheduling, simulation.

1 Introduction
Intelligent scheduling and coordination of print tasks has become a major challenge for print-shops using more
and more sophisticated and dedicated pieces of hardware, possibly distributed over several autonomous sites. As
with many production management scheduling problems [15], entirely automated solutions have proven dicult
to implement in a real life environment, because of the huge number of parameters an automatic system would
have to deal with, and also because these parameters and the constraints which relate them are not always easy
to explicit. Instead, interaction with eld workers is of crucial importance to guide a computer assisted scheduling
process.
In fact, the kind of scheduling we consider here is not limited to assigning begin and end dates to a given set of
tasks in order to satisfy some constraints or to optimize some cost function. It is also concerned with determining
which sets of tasks are capable of achieving a given goal, respecting the constraints and to support decision-makers
to choose among alternative solutions. In the simple, albeit non-trivial, example we consider, the same print job
can be realized in di erent ways. For example, it can be done in one run or be split into several pieces, but in the
latter case, some initialization work may need to be redone on the printer side for each of the pieces. In general,
it may not be obvious to determine a priori which is the optimal way to achieve some initial goal. Instead, the
user would like to be able to navigate through the space of alternatives, get a synthetic view of the scheduling
possibilities in each case, and make informed decisions.
The Zippin system aims to provide such an environment. Process grammars [9] and their underlying constraints
system allow a exible de nition of the navigation space. Software agents, called here robots, are in charge of
managing the constraints supporting the process grammars. Robots are simple, autonomous agents [19], which
cooperate without explicit communication (see [1, 8] for seminal work). Solving particular problems through a set
of coordinated agents is an old technique to achieve modularity and robustness in a software system.
Process grammar rules decompose goals (recursively) into subgoals and, nally, into tasks, and introduce constraints between them. They describe a space of alternatives which can be explored through di erent views that
give synthetic information about di erent aspects. The user can interact with each view, adding new constraints
or removing previous ones. An interaction with a view is propagated to the underlying environment, and re ected
on to the other views. Most of the interactions correspond to modi cations of the constraints store and in agents'
actions. Agents access the constraints store and perform the necessary actions for propagating and satisfying,
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Figure 1: Sample con guration of the print task management problem.
completely or partially, the constraints. Also, agents can be activated or deactivated on demand. The agents do
not communicate directly with each other, but try to ful ll given goals that are hardwired into their behavior. The
e ects of their actions are on the other hand propagated into the environment, and then to the user. The changes
to the environment a ect in turn the agents' behavior. Thus the model implements, in the form of interacting
software agents, a simple type of stigmergic behavior. Stigmergy, as de ned by the entomologist P. P. Grasse in
1959, refers to the actions of one agent being in uenced by the e ects of prior actions by the other agents. Coordinated behaviors without prior planning via communication are both common and e ective in multi-agent systems
(e.g. for coordinating autonomous parts of a robot [11], or individual calendars in a meeting system [5]). \Such
coordination results from stigmergic sampling of the environment and responding to it" [7] (see also [3]). On the
contrary, direct communication between agents is central to frameworks based on negotiation between agents (e.g.
the Contract Net Protocol [17, 16] or Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Algorithms [20, 10, 6]). What is speci c
about our model is the combination of stigmergy with teleology | the view that processes are determined by their
nal purposes | and the use of constraint solving as a single computational model both for teleological and for
stigmergic behavior. In fact, constraints account for goals that agents strive to satisfy, as well as for e ects that
are propagated into the environment as a consequence of agents' behavior.
Throughout the paper we illustrate the features of our system by a non-trivial example, involving the management of complex print tasks in a print-shop where sophisticated printing machinery is made use of in the context
of a modern client-server IT architecture. Also, we illustrate how our agent model could be extended introducing
agents whose actions, if desired, may ful ll speci c aspects of scheduling (e.g. allocation of certain kind of resources)
currently achieved by the user interacting with the graphical interface. The user could then make his(er) informed
decision or ask for a computer-supported scheduling.

Organization of the paper: In Section 2, we introduce the simple print tasks management problem we are

interested in. In Section 3 we formalize that problem using a grammar-based process description language. Section 4
introduces the simulation/scheduling tool Zippin, based on this process description language. In Section 5, we show
an application of Zippin to our print tasks management problem. In Section 6, we go into more details on the
possibilities for computer-supported scheduling. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 A Print Tasks Management Problem
We consider a print server machine driving one or more printers connected to the server by lines. Print requests
are satis ed by the server loading the corresponding print tasks into the printers using the lines. Every printer
contains a certain amount of memory allowing bu erization of the data to be printed, and a printing device. Thus,
there are three kinds of bounded resources to consider: the lines, the storage (in the printers) and the print engines.
Figure 1 depicts a simple con guration of this kind: one printer connected to the print server by one line. The
printer has one print engine and ve units of storage.
We assume that the server may receive two types of print requests: simple and complex. A simple print request
consists of printing one piece of data (e.g. a le). It is rst loaded in the printer bu er, using the line and a certain
amount of storage, then printed using the same storage and the print engine. A complex print request, on the
other hand, consists of printing a number of data sets which share a large part in common, typically letters which
share a common format and di er only in a few elds (address, name of recipient, order details, etc.). In this case,
the form de ning the common part shared by all the letters must be loaded into the printer bu er, using the line
and some storage, then the individual data sets of the letters are loaded, using the line and some more storage,
and printed sequentially together with the form, using the print engine.
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Furthermore, it is possible and sometimes desirable to interrupt a complex request and remove the form from
the bu er, to free some storage and perform some other task. When the complex request is resumed, the form
must be loaded again in the bu er beforehand.
Con icts between tasks arise from concurrent accesses to the bounded resources (the line, the storage and the
print engine) hence the need to organize and schedule the accesses to these resources. We do not try to optimize
any cost function (e.g. end times), but simply to respect some xed deadlines.
Consider now the following scenario. A complex request r1 arrives at the server with the following characteristics:
the form uses three units of storage and each individual data set uses one more unit (hence, at least four units
of storage are used altogether for each data set). The server also receives an additional simple print request r2
which requires three units of storage, but is constrained by a xed deadline. We assume that, were r2 processed
immediately, it could be nished on time, before its deadline. There are then three possibilities:
1. Request r1 is not currently being processed: it can be delayed, thus allowing request r2 to be scheduled
immediately;
2. Request r1 is currently being processed, but is expected to nish soon enough for request r2 to be processed
afterwards on time: r2 is scheduled immediately after r1.
3. Request r1 is currently being processed and is expected to nish too late for the deadline of r2 to be respected:
r1 must be interrupted, r2 must be scheduled immediately and r1 must be resumed after r2.
In other words, the problem is not only to determine when to schedule r1 and r2, but also to determine whether or
not, and, in the armative, how, to split the complex request r1. The two problems are of course related. Notice
that when more tasks and deadlines are involved, a complex task may have to be split more than once. A complex
task represents a goal which can be reached by di erent means (here, di erent splits) and scheduling should take
into account all the alternatives. In the following, we introduce a process description language capable of specifying
such alternative ways of achieving goals.

3 Formalization of the Print Tasks Management Problem
3.1 The Process Description Language

The formalism we use to represent our sample print tasks management problem is based on Generalized Process
Structure Grammars (GPSG) [9]. According to this approach, a work process is described by a set of grammar rules
whose symbols represent goals. A goal may be an occurrence of a simple task (terminal symbol of the grammar)
or else be decomposed into further subgoals by one or more rules. The syntax of a GPSG rule is
<rule> = <goal> '->' <goals> '::' <constraints>
<goals> = <goal>

j

<goal> <goals>

A goal is represented as a feature term, i.e. a structure de ning a set of attribute/value pairs. The left-hand side of
a GPSG rule is a feature term that de nes the matching condition for the application of the rule. The right-hand
side comprises a set of feature terms, specifying the subgoals of the matched goal, and a set of constraints. Each
constraint expresses a dependency among the features of the goals of the head or the body of the rule.
Every task has several prede ned features. The begin, end and duration features characterize, respectively,
the start date, the end date and the duration of the task, with the implicit constraint that the duration is equal
to the end date minus the start date. The role feature characterizes the resources required by the task, for which
it may compete with other tasks. Goals also have begin and end features, obtained, respectively, as the earliest
start date and the latest end date of their subgoals.

3.2 The Sample Grammar

Figure 2 de nes the complete GPSG-grammar of our print tasks management problem. Rule (1) introduces the
main goal (main) which breaks down into two sub-goals, formPrint and simplePrint, corresponding, respectively,
to the print requests r1 (complex) and r2 (simple). formPrint represents the printing of several letters sharing
a common form. It is characterized by the feature num which holds the number of letters to print. simplePrint
represents the printing of a single le.
Rule (2.1) speci es how to execute a formPrint goal in one run, i.e. when feature status is set to all. It
breaks down into a load task, loading the common letter form in the bu er, the goal multiPrint for printing N times
a single instance of the letter with its form, and the formKeep which maintains the form in the bu er. A number of
3

(1)

|task = main| --> |task = formPrint| |task
= simplePrint
|
|
|
|
| |duration = 2
|
|
|
|
| |role
= line,mem,mem,mem,eng|

(2.1) |task
= formPrint| --> |task
= load| |task = multiPrint|
|status = all |
|duration = 1
| |num = N
|
|num
= N
|
|role
= line| |
|
|task = formKeep
|
|role = mem,mem,mem|
|
|

::

{ formKeep starts_with load
}
constraint = { load precedes multiPrint
}
{ formKeep ends_with multiPrint }

(2.2) |task
|status
|num
|amount

=
=
=
=

formPrint| --> |task = formPrint|
split
|
|num = N1
|
N
|
|
|
N1
|
|
|

|task = formPrint|
|num = N2
|
|
|
|
|

::

constraint = { N1 + N1 = N, N1 > 0, N2 > 0}

(3.1) |task = multiPrint| --> |task
= print
|
|num = 1
|
|duration = 1
|
|
|
|role
= line,mem,eng|

(3.2) |task = multiPrint| --> |task
= print
| |task = multiPrint| ::
|num = N
|
|duration = 1
| |num = N1
|
|
|
|role
= line,mem,eng| |
|
constraint = { N1 = N - 1 }

Figure 2: The print tasks grammar.
constraints are imposed between the start dates and end dates of the di erent subgoals. The three constraints load
,
and formKeep ends with multiPrint ensure that printing
cannot start before the form has been loaded in the bu er (i.e. multiPrint will not start before load has ended)
and that the storage used by the form is locked throughout the whole operation (i.e. formKeep will cover both
load and multiPrint.
As an alternative, in rule (2.2), formPrint is split into two formPrint subgoals. amount holds the number of
letter instances printed in the rst subgoal. The constraint N = N1 + N2 ensures that all the letters requested in
the head goal are actually printed. Constraints N1 > 0 and N2 > 0 make sure that the split is not fake.
Finally, in rules (3.1) and (3.2), the multiPrint goal is decomposed into a set of N print tasks, for printing
N instances of a letter with a common form already loaded in the bu er.
Tasks of category print, load and simplePrint use some resources: the line, the storage, and the print engine.
They are represented by the line, mem, and eng values of the role feature.

precedes multiPrint formKeep starts with load

4 Zippin
The GPSG formalism is used in the Zippin [21] system to de ne a space of possible processes which the user may
explore for simulation and scheduling purposes. The user proposes an initial goal and the system decomposes it
according to the rules of the grammar. When several alternatives occur, the system suspends its decomposition
process and waits for input from the user, who can resume the simulation by specifying new constraints on feature
values of tasks or subtasks. The user can dynamically modify constraints and examine the resulting behaviour.
Hence, the simulated process is represented as a net of tasks and subtasks, with dependencies among them.
Zippin o ers several ways to specify dependencies between tasks. Direct dependencies, expressed by the grammar rules, result from the structure of the goals: it is assumed that a composite goal chronologically covers all its
subgoals. In addition, explicit precedence constraints can be set between the di erent subgoals, creating further
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Figure 3: The Zippin architecture.
temporal dependencies. Indirect dependencies result from the competition among tasks for bounded resources: if
two tasks require a common unique resource, they cannot overlap in time. The user may request Zippin to look
for a solution for the allocation of the resources.

4.1 Architecture

In Zippin, the representation of a process has two di erent forms: an \implicit" form, the action store, and an
\explicit" form, the model.
The action store is a set of actions which have to be applied for building the simulated process. An action may
correspond, for example, to applying a grammar rule to a goal, or to imposing a constraint on one of the features
of a task. All modi cations to the simulation are implemented by adding or removing actions to/from the action
store.
The model is a goal-subgoals tree of feature terms representing the current decomposition of the initial goal,
together with the constraints between these feature terms. This structure is a direct representation of the simulated
process.
The interpreter transforms the implicit form (action store) into the explicit form (model) by interpreting the
actions in the store. The user inspects the model and accesses the action store through a graphical interface. The
graphical interface visualizes the current simulation by several synthetic \views" that allow the user to dynamically
change the simulation and examine the results. The user interacts with the views: she/he can add new constraints,
relax or remove old constraints. The user interface maps user interactions into modi cations of the store. In
particular, the user inserts the actions describing the process grammar.
Software agents, that we call here grammar robots, inspect the current model and access and modify the store
in order to apply the grammar. Every robot has its own domain of knowledge, and goals it tries to achieve. As
envisaged in [4], the robots interface directly to the world through perception and action rather than interacting
with each other: the robots' world is the model, which they all share. The robots update this model to achieve
robot-local improvements and react to changes of the model by other robots, or the user. The user interface can be
seen as an additional robot, controlled by the user, which translates the user interactions into store modi cations.
Robots are not benevolent [14] and may have con icting goals. We use a strategy based on priorities to achieve
system-global goals. When a robot accesses the store, it may or may not modify it. If a robot does not modify the
store, the robot with the next lower priority is activated. If a robot modi es the store, the model is updated and
then the robot with highest priority is activated. The user interface robot has the lowest priority and blocks until
a user interaction occurs.
The rule selection robot searches for a rule to be applied to a given goal. Actions for creating the subgoals
and propagating the constraints de ned in a rule are managed by the generate tasks and the propagate constraints
robots. The check match robot detects situations where the conditions which allowed the application of a rule are
not satis ed anymore.
The main advantage of this approach is the modularity. Each robot may be switched on/o individually,
taking/giving back the control to the user. For example, switching o the generate tasks robot, the user has full
control over which tasks should appear in the simulation and which tasks should be omitted, while still using
automatic rule selection.
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Figure 4: The task structure of a formPrint task.

Figure 5: The time constraints of the tasks.
Moreover, it is possible to incrementally extend the system by adding new domains and goals, and by improving
the strategies used by single robots. In Section 6, we consider other possible cases in which automatic modi cations
of the action store could be performed by robots. This architecture is depicted in Figure 3.

4.2 Synthetic Views

In the following, we shall concentrate on two synthetic views of the user interface, the so-called task view, and time
view.
 The task view shows the goal/sub-goals dependencies between goals and tasks in a hierarchical structure.
Each element in the tree represents a goal or a task. A task is represented as a circle labelled with the name
of the task. A goal is represented as a square containing a question mark if it marks a decision point or by
a ag if it marks an instantiated decision point. Otherwise, a goal is represented with overlapping circles.
A goal marks a decision point if its decomposition is suspended because several alternatives exist for its
decomposition. The features of a goal/task are displayed when the corresponding node in the tree is selected.
The user can insert constraints on the current state of the goal/task. Once a node is selected, the user can
6
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Figure 6: Determination of a period where a resource is necessarily consumed.
choose an entry of the feature list and specify a value for that feature. The system will either perform the
assignment, if consistent with the current status of the simulated process, or will refuse to perform it, if the
global constraints are violated. Figure 4 is an example of interaction through the task view.
 The time view visually depicts the current constraints (explicitly inserted and/or resulting from the propagation) on the start dates and end dates of the tasks in the process. The timing constraints on a given task
are visualized as follows (see Figure 5). Each task is represented as a box the length of which is proportional
to the duration of the task. The left side of the box is the earliest possible start time of the task. Its color is
grey when the start time is not fully known, but only bounded. The user can enforce or relax constraints by
moving the box for the task along the horizontal axis (thus changing the earliest start date).

4.3 Allocation of the Resources: the Scheduler

In Zippin it is possible, at any point, to request the system to nd a solution for the allocation of the resources
to the tasks in the current state of the simulated process. We use a technique similar to the micro-opportunistic
scheduling of [15].
Once given a set of resource bounds, the scheduler searches for an allocation of the resources, respecting the
given bounds and the other constraints, while trying to minimize the execution time for the whole process. Each
time a solution is found, it is displayed on the di erent views and the user may either accept it or request further
search for another solution. The scheduler maintains, for each resource type, a temporal map, called the \usage
pro le", which gives, at any point of time, the number of units of that resource which will necessarily be consumed
at that time, given the timing constraints of the tasks. Thus, if, for example, a task of duration d is constrained to
start after t1 and to end before t2 , then it is necessary that the resources speci ed in the role of that task will be
consumed during the period between t2 ? d and t1 + d (see Figure 6).
When the boundary of a resource is reached at some date d on its usage pro le, then all the tasks which consume
the resource, except those which have been counted as necessarily consuming the resource at date d on the usage
pro le, are constrained to either end before d or start after d (choice points are created here, we do not attempt to
propagate disjunctive constraints [2]).

5 Print Tasks Management in Zippin
Figure 4 depicts the task view of a Zippin session, after starting the simulation with the print tasks grammar given
in Section 3 and with the initial goal main. Furthermore, we have selected the formPrint node, set the num feature
to 3 and the status feature to all. Three print tasks have been generated.
According to the scenario in Section 2 we have three possibilities for scheduling the goal formPrint, that
corresponds to request r1, and the task simplePrint, that corresponds to request r2:
1. formPrint is not split and is performed after simplePrint;
2. formPrint is not split and is performed before simplePrint;
3. formPrint is split in two formPrint subtasks performed, respectively, before and after simplePrint.
Suppose now that we are in scenario 1., modelling the case where the formPrint task has not yet started when
the server receives the request for the task simplePrint. Moreover, suppose that the deadline for the simplePrint
7

Figure 7: The simple print request is accomplished before the complex print request.
is 5. Figure 5 shows the feasible schedule of the tasks, after the deadline has been set to 5 for simplePrint. The
deadline implies that the simplePrint must be perfomed inside the region delimited by the two vertical lines.
Figure 7 shows a solution for the allocation of the resources found by the scheduler, given the set of available
resources: the simple print request is accomplished before the complex print request.
Consider now the scenario in 2., which corresponds to the case where the formPrint task has already started,
and in particular suppose that, when the server receives the request for the task simplePrint, the load task and
the rst print task have already been performed. This means that, for these two tasks, we already know the begin
and the end times (acknowledged by the change of color of these tasks on Figure 8). The load task has begun at 1
and nished at 2, and the rst print task has begun at 2 and nished at 3. Moreover, suppose that the deadline
for the simplePrint is 13.
Figure 9 shows a solution for the allocation of the resources found by the scheduler: the complex print request
is accomplished before the simple print request because this does not violate the deadline for the simple print task.
In scenario 3., we suppose that, as in scenario 2., the formPrint goal has already started when the server
receives the request for the task simplePrint: the load task has begun at 1 and nished at 2, and the rst print
task has begun at 2 and nished at 3, but now the deadline for the simplePrint is 5. In this case, the scheduler
tells us that it cannot nd a solution. As a matter of fact, the deadline on the simple print request cannot be
respected without splitting the complex print request into portions. We then need to insert a new load task for
the last two print tasks. To represent this, we dynamically change the rule for the complex print request, that is,
instead of rule (2.1) we have to apply rule (2.2). To obtain this, we dynamically change the status value for the
formPrint goal from all to split. Zippin updates the simulation according to this new value applying rule (2.2)
to the formPrint goal. The formPrint goal is composed now by two formPrint subgoals. Now we distribute the
three print tasks of the formPrint goal setting num of the rst formPrint to 1 and of the second one to 2, and the
status to all for both. Moreover, we know that a load task and a print task have already been performed, then
we set the end time of the load task to 2 and the end time of the print task to 3. Figure 10 shows the changes in
the simulated process.
If we now ask the scheduler to nd a solution for allocating the resources, we get the solution of Figure 11. The
complex print request has been split into two portions, with the simple print request being performed in between.

6 Supporting Simulation and Scheduling with Robots
In the previous section, we have shown how the user can guide the simulation in order to obtain a feasible schedule
for a given problem. Moreover, we have seen that specialized robots can perform the application of the process
grammar rules on behalf of the user. We are experimenting this approach also for automating speci c aspects of
the simulation, e.g. allocating certain kinds of resources. In this section we brie y illustrate our strategy.
One possibility is to introduce a robot in charge of detecting and handling cases where a certain task of category
formPrint cannot be split without violating the constraint formKeep ends with multiPrint. Let's call this robot
the form robot. Its behavior is based on the following heuristic. It reacts to the fact that the scheduler cannot
produce a solution because of one speci c constraint (formKeep ends with multiPrint). If, by relaxing this
8

Figure 8: The load and the rst print tasks have already been performed.

Figure 9: The complex print request is accomplished before the simple print request.
constraint, a solution is found, it attempts to maximize the length of the formKeep subtask and counts the number
of print subtasks covered by the formKeep subtask in that case. Let M be this number. The form robot then
splits the formPrint task by setting its status feature to split and its amount feature to M . Once the model is
updated, the formPrint task will be split into one part with M print subtask and another part with the rest of
print subtasks. Each part has its own formKeep subtask. The scheduler will then be able to schedule all tasks
satisying all the constraints.
On the other side, it could be useful to have the opposite capability. Assume that, for some reasons, after
splitting the formPrint task and scheduling the simplePrint task between the two parts, the simplePrint task
is cancelled before it has begun to be executed. Now, the system will push the second part of the formPrint
task towards its rst part, but then the form will be loaded twice, although this is not necessary any more. By
adding a robot which joins formPrint tasks whenever possible, we can handle this situation. Let's call this robot
reuse robot since it makes the print tasks of the second part able to reuse the loaded form instead of loading the
form again. The robot looks for split of formPrint tasks where the memory resources between the end of the rst
part and the beginning of the second part are sucient to keep the form. If it detects such a case it resets the
status feature of the formPrint task to all (backtrack), thus merging the two parts and omitting the unnecessary
load subtask.
We want to stress several properties of our approach. First, every robot has its own domain of knowledge
which it observes and uses in the world. Second, every robot has its own goal or goals it tries to achieve in the
world. For example, the form robot looks at covering constraints of speci c tasks. The goals of di erent robots
may con ict, thus a mechanism of priorities among them has been adopted. Altogether, every robot abstracts the
9

Figure 10: New task-subtask structure.

Figure 11: Simple print task scheduled between two data settings of the complex print request.
full information available in the world to the part belonging to its domain and using only this part as a basis for its
decisions. This helps in de ning simple strategies for each single robot, even if their world is complex. However, the
fact that every robot has its own domain does not prevent their collaboration. The collaboration is implicit. The
robots do not communicate directly, they do not even use any knowledge about the existence of the other robots.
And there is no global coordinator which leads them. A robot does not try to anticipate actions of other robots,
it simply observes the consequences of their actions in the world afterwards. Robots can be removed or added,
without disturbing the work of other robots. The only e ect will be that the behavior emerging from the collective
e ort of the robots will be di erent. On the other hand, this makes it possible to shape the overall behavior by
incrementally adding robots.
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7 Conclusions
We showed how to handle a non-trivial print tasks management problem within Zippin. We presented the formalization of the problem through a grammar-based task description language. Synthetic views of a typical scheduling
example were illustrated throughout the paper.
We introduced autonomous computing agents (called here robots) supporting the user in the application of the
process grammar. These concurrent robots cooperate without explicit communication. We described then some
extensions, that we are exploring, to enrich the system with new robots which could support the user during the
cumbersome scheduling process. Moreover, we discussed some properties of our approach.
Our focus is on supporting decision makers using constraints and agents based scheduling techniques, with a
particular stress on the user interface (essential in this context) which allows the control of the constraint resolution
steps performed by the agents (including the user him/herself). In this sense, we are close to \mixed-initialive"
problem solving systems, such as IC-6 [13] or Inova [18]. The IC-6 Intelligent scheduling project at University of
Alberta has similar objectives, but does not rely on agent technology. It exploits intelligent backtracking and belief
revision techniques for the control of the scheduling process. The Inova project of the AI institute in Edinburgh
uses control agents with constraints, but is more oriented towards planning and agenda con ict resolution.
The system is up and running. It has been implemented in Eclipse [12], a Prolog environment incorporating powerful constraint solving facilities. The graphical user interfaces have been developed in Tcl/Tk for
which Eclipse provides interfaces. For more information concerning the Zippin project, visit our Web-site at
http://www.xrce.xerox.com.
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